Our Language Futures Project
A Day in the Life of…

Your challenge is to describe the day in the life of a child at school in the country of your target language. You must use as much target language vocabulary as you can.

You could discover all sorts about their life at school. What their school routine is like, what subjects they study, what every day phrases they use.

You could also find out the following things:
- Classroom language
- Greetings at the start and end of every day
- What school in your target language country is like compared to England? What is the same? (e.g. Do they take a register?) What is different? (e.g. Do they wear uniform?)

Note down anything you find out.

Firstly, think about what name you will give your character. Research some children’s names from your target country. (Or ask your mentor.) Find out how to say ‘a Day in the Life of…’

Think about how you will present your information. Will you do it as:
- A little book?
- A PowerPoint?
- A poster?
- A leaflet?
- A visual timetable with clocks?

This is an interesting challenge and you will learn a lot about your target language country. Good luck!